
All products in the  Hypervolt line are cordless, state-of-the-art percussive massage devices that help alleviate 

soreness, relax stiff muscles, improve range of motion, and promote better blood circulation to accelerate 

warm up and recovery time.  They are powered by a rechargeable high-powered lithium ion battery (the same 

type of battery that powers a Tesla) that delivers up to 3,200 percussions per minute with three speed settings.

HYPERVOLT PLUS HYPERVOLT PLUS 
(BLUETOOTH®) HYPERVOLT HYPERVOLT

(BLUETOOTH®)

POWER

110-240V 50/60Hz -  

.5A - 24VDCA-1A  

(adaptor included)

110-240V 50/60Hz -  

.5A - 24VDCA-1A  

(adaptor included)

110-240V 50/60Hz -  

.5A - 24VDCA-1A  

(adaptor included)

110-240V 50/60Hz -  

.5A - 24VDCA-1A  

(adaptor included)

BATTERY

Rechargeable lithium-ion 23V

Lasts 2+ hours (depending  

on speed and use)

Rechargeable lithium-ion 23V

Lasts 2+ hours (depending  

on speed and use)

Rechargeable lithium-ion 23V

Lasts 2+ hours (depending  

on speed and use)

Rechargeable lithium-ion 23V

Lasts 2+ hours (depending  

on speed and use)

WEIGHT 3 lbs / 1.3 kg 3 lbs / 1.3 kg 2.5 lbs / 1.1 kg 2.5 lbs / 1.1 kg

STALL FORCE 80 lbs 80 lbs 60 lbs 60 lbs

BRUSHLESS MOTOR 90W 90W 60W 60W

FREQUENCY

Level 1: 30 Hz / 2,400 PPM

Level 2: 40 Hz / 2,800 PPM

Level 3: 53 Hz / 3,200 PPM

Level 1: 30 Hz / 2,400 PPM

Level 2: 40 Hz / 2,800 PPM

Level 3: 53 Hz / 3,200 PPM

Level 1: 30 Hz / 2,400 PPM

Level 2: 40 Hz / 2,800 PPM

Level 3: 53 Hz / 3,200 PPM

Level 1: 30 Hz / 2,400 PPM

Level 2: 40 Hz / 2,800 PPM

Level 3: 53 Hz / 3,200 PPM

SOUND QuietGlide™ Technology QuietGlide™ Technology QuietGlide™ Technology QuietGlide™ Technology

DECIBELS 81 81 79 79

ATTACHMENTS
Five (all included): Fork, Bullet, 

Flat, Cushion, Round
Five (all included): Fork, Bullet, 

Flat, Cushion, Round
Five (all included): Fork, Bullet, 

Flat, Cushion, Round
Five (all included): Fork, Bullet, 

Flat, Cushion, Round

ATTACHMENT POUCH No Yes No Yes

COLOR Matte black Matte black Silver Silver

PRESSURE
Built in pressure sensor with 

three LED light indicators
Built in pressure sensor with 

three LED light indicators
Built in pressure sensor with 

three LED light indicators
Built in pressure sensor with 

three LED light indicators

WARRANTY 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year

BLUETOOTH® No Yes No Yes
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(Bluetooth®)
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Bluetooth®Bluetooth®
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THE HYPERICE APP

Seamlessly blend your physical and digital activity to create an experience entirely 

customized to you.  Connect to health and wellness apps, follow guided routines, 

and get exclusive content from top pros.  Once paired with the Hyperice App, your 

device will automatically activate and change speeds during your selected routine.

HYPERSMART™

The brain of your Hyperice technology.  HyperSmart™ compares stats from your 

connected apps with your Hyperice device usage to find the best routines for you. 

It powers the personalization and customization of your Hyperice experience with 

routine recommendations, and snapshots of your activity and recovery progress.

Benefits 
• Helps relieve muscle soreness and stiffness, and promotes circulation

• Accelerates warm-up and recovery before and after physical activity

• Studies show a greater increase in range of motion with the use of the Hypervolt when compared to traditional foam rolling

Features
QUIETGLIDE™ TECHNOLOGY

Thanks to the QuietGlide™ Technology, the Hypervolt Plus and Hypervolt provide a truly therapeutic and calming experience.  The decibel 

level on theHypervolt Plus ranges up to 81 and the Hypervolt ranges up to 79 decibels (compared to 92+ decibels on other percussion 

massage devices).  The Hypervolt Plus and Hypervolt are powerful yet quiet, and can be used anywhere without disruption.

POWER

Stall force is the max pressure or force one can apply to a motor until it comes to a complete stop.  With a stall force at 80 lbs, the 

Hypervolt Plus is 30% more powerful than the Hypervolt.  Users can pack more punch into their experience.

CUSTOMIZED EXPERIENCE

With five different head attachments and three speed levels, users can tailor their experience to fit their individual needs and preferences.

BUILT IN PRESSURE SENSOR

Applied pressure is indicated with three LED lights to provide real-time feedback.

PORTABILITY

TSA approved for carryon making it easy for travel, especially with the hard case add on.  Lightweight and easy to carry around at only 

3lbs for the Hypervolt Plus or 2.5lbs for the Hypervolt.

DESIGN

Easy to use with an ergonomic, seamless design to hit hard-to-reach areas of the body.  Use the Hypervolt standing or seated.  The Hypervolt 

has been tried and tested by the world’s best athletes to provide a percussive massage device that offers superior quality that’s built to last.
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